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Abstract— Data is present in various unstructured format. Extracting information from non structured documents is a very diffi-

cult task and it is become more and more critical when the amount of digital information available over the internet increases. This 
paper is based on design of Branch Organization Rule (BOR) results in approximate answer of queries for mining. XML is popular 
portable language best suitable for many web technologies hence we prefer XML. While implementing XML Query Answering we 
are going to implement Naïve Bayes as Machine learning algorithm which we will use specially for Query Classification. We are 
also implementing same concept for rules classifications by using which the trees are generated after applying queries. Due to 
creating classification of queries our accuracy of results will increase. 

 

Index Terms— XML, Mining, query answer, Machine Learning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
From past few years‟ data over the internet is increasing so rap-

idly which most of the time is in scattered and not flexible for 

query processing, parsing, storage It uses databases to over-

come those problem XML came into the picture which repre-

sents large amount of data without any schema and specific 

structure. To retrieve information from XML document two 

techniques are exists first based on keyword search and other is 

based on query retrieval. 

The first technique matches exact phrase or word 

hence it provides no support of exact query. While in second 

technique follows certain schema but its availability of docu-

ment with schema is 50%[5]. So when we search query over 

document without schema it fails because of unnecessary data 

included into the document and query formulation become a 

tedious task. If at query format goes wrong the results will 

leads to failure than expected. 

In our proposed work , we identified problems with 

query i.e. query formulation structure data over unstructured 

document mining patterns and techniques to retrieve infor-

mation in given document i.e frequent data which shows an 

expected   answer. We focused on branch organization rule to 

solve above stated problems with unstructured data. XML‟s 

Xquery is used by most of popular to fire query on XML doc-

ument has specific schema 

.  In this propose work Branch Organization Rule(BOR) 

for representation of frequent answers in given XML document 

knowledge in Tree based Association Rules [1],[7] (TAR‟s) 

provides answer support in following cases. 

 

1) Frequency pattern from data set. 

2) Mostly XML data unable to follow DTD or XML Schema 

[8]. That‟s why user unable to specify Xquery[6] over XML 

document. And hence BOR will helpful to query formulation. 

3) Query optimization is done construct indexes and pattern 
with related constraints. 
4) Privacy of the data is maintained. 

5) BOR will allow fast support leads to reusable when user 

requires quick response to his query. Information is extracted 

by BOR. 

BOR gives useful data at abstract level of information 

from unstructured XML document. For testing our work we 

used odyssey. EO projects our training dataset. Odysssey EO 

project contain information of crimes in Europe[2]. By query-

ing large information we must able to test system effectively. It 

will save cost and time. If old data is lost we can able to work 

with BOR to retrieve information. 

 

We are taking XMLs as input to our system, process it to gen-

erate BORs.After implementing BORs, Additional task we are 

going to develop machine learning, using machine learning we 

are going to develop a system which will detect domain of that 

particular XML and update that XML with domain tag. So 

XML will classify accordingly when we use Machine learning 

concepts within implementation.  We will use Naive Bayes al-
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gorithm for this. Naïve Bayes is Classification Machine Learn-

ing Algorithm which we focused on the implement for Rules 

classification. We also provide training sets of Queries those 

results in high accuracy during query results. The system will 

contain tree structure view to represent xml hierarchy.  

 

   
 

 
II. LITRATURE SURVEY 

 
To create process which allows to generates BOR over 

unstructured XML document [3]. Those are used.Further for 

intensional query retrieval [1]. 

To work with XML file into other formats [4]. BOR 

also stores information in XML format so that it can be easily 

be reused. 

 

Let us take simple code for XML file.[1] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 

1: Simple code for XML fille 

 

Results of association rule [3],[4],[7] were tested by using two 

factors  support and confidence[2]. Support refers to frequency 

of set. Confidence refers to probability of subset at given node. 

To understand support and confidence lets take one example 
 
We are using following notation 

 

St-is for subtree 

 

D is for main tree 

 

Cardinality (D)-number of nodes in D. 

 

Count (D)-Number of occurances of S in D. 

 

Support and confidence is defined as , 

 

Support (St ,D)=count(St,D)/cardinality(D). 

 

Confidence (St,D)=count(St,D)/count(S‟t ,D). 

 

Cardinality=33, 

 

There are 6 times when s1 is occurred in tree D. 

So,  

Support (St,D)=6/33=0.1875----------(1)  

Confidence=6/7=0.85--------------------- (2) 

 

As branch organization rule provide overview of con-

tent and structure of document and so BOR will be guide 

towords in XML document .It also provide in base of inten-

sional queries. 

 

Take above example used to calculate support and 

confidence.From equation (2) confidence is 85 percent means 

that if there is node labeled as an in document so there is 85 

percent chances child node will be B. 

 

From equation (1) if there is any node in given graph 

then is 18% chances that next node will be A.So by using this 

user can easily find structure of document without any approx-

imate schema and DTD, so support and confidence can be used 

for optimization of query. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2: Rule (1) 
 

Rule (1) is having confidence of 80% indicates that if there is a 

node in given tree is labeled “incident” then its having 80% 
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chances that child of type is “robbery”.This also states that in 

given area there is more probability of happening robbery. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Rule (2) 

 

Rule (2) states that if there is path containing sequence of node 
 
“bullet” type then its content type “full metal jacket” with con-

fidence of 66 percents has another child labeled “case type” 

with content “rimless”. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

       

 

 

 

                                Fig 4: Rule (3) 

 

Rule (3) shows that if there is path composed of sequence of 

type “Winchester” then node “bullet” with 100% confidence 

have 2 child labeled “diameter” and “case type” whose contents 

are respectively “7.8mm” and “belted”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              Fig 5: Rule(4) 
 
Rule (4) shows that if there is a path of sequence of nodes 
 
“incident/ballistic item/bullet” and bullet has two children la-

beled “type” and “case type” whose contents are “full metal 

jacket” and “rimless” respectively then node incident with 
 
75% of confidence has two more children labeled type and 
counting whose content are “robbery” and “Italy”. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Branch oraganization Rule 

Branch Organization Rule (BOR) for representation of frequent 

answers in given XML document. BOR will helpful to query 

formulation. BOR will allow fast support leads to reusable 

when user requires quick response to his query.information is 

extracted by BOR. 

 

BOR is divided into two parts. 

 

1) Mining of subtree.find subtree. 

 

2) Computing interesting rule.find confidence. 
 

 

-Rules (D, minsupp, minconf) Algorithm 1. Get-Interesting 

 

1:  frequent subtrees  

 

2: FSt  =  Find Frequent Subtrees (D, min supp)  

 

3: ruleSet = α;  

 

4: for all  st ε  F St do  

 

5: // rules computed from st  

 

6: tempSet = Compute-Rules (st; minconf S)  

 

7: // all rules  

 

8: ruleSet = ruleSet U tempSet  

 
9: end for  

 

10: return ruleSet  

 

By providing XML document Xd as input, support threshold is 

minsupp and confidence threshold is minconf. The use of this 

document is faster than firing query on main document. 

 

In particular, for each query set now we need to do next.for 

each set the first tree is reference of its root are added to the 

reference of roots other tree and some procedure is applied to 

children of two root recursively.So we need to create two sets A 

and C i.e antecedent and consequent tree of all BOR index. 

 

Algorithm 2. Create-Index (D) 

 
1: for all Di 2 D do  
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2: for all dj 2 Di with j 2 f2; 3; . . . ng do  

 

3: references(root(d1)) =  

4: references(root(d1)) [ references(root(dj))  

 
5: sumChildren (d1; dj)  

 

6: end for  

 

7: end for  

 
8: return D  

 

Function 4. sumChildren (T1; T2) 

 

1: for all x 2 children(root(T2)) do 

 

2: if 9 c 2 children(root(T1)) j c ¼ x then  

 

3: references(root(c)) = references(root(c)) 

[ references(root(x))  

4: c ¼ sumChildren(c,x)  

5: else  

6: addChild(root(T1),x)  

 
7: end if  

8: end for  
9: return T1  

 
Once Algorithm is applied for file, output is tree whose node 
contains references to one or more rule stored in XML file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: BOR index 

 

Naïve Bayes Algorithm: 

 

The Bayesian Classification represents a supervised learning 

method as well as a statistical method for classification. As-

sumes an underlying probabilistic model and it allows us to 

capture uncertainty about the model in a principled way by de-

termining probabilities of the outcomes. It can solve diagnostic 

and predictive problems. [10] Bayesian classification provides 

practical learning algorithms and prior knowledge and observed 

data can be combined. Bayesian Classification provides a use-

ful perspective for Understanding and evaluating many learning 

algorithms. It calculates explicit probabilities for hypothesis 

and it is robust to noise in input data.[9] 

 

A naive Bayes classifier applies Bayes‟ Theorem in an attempt 

to suggest possible classes for any given text. To do this, it 

needs a number of previously classified documents of the same 

type. The theorem is as follows: 

 

P(h/D)=     P(D/h) P(h) 

                     P(D) 

P(h) : Prior probability of hypothesis h 

P(D) : Prior probability of training data D 

P(h/D) : Probability of h given D 

P(D/h) : Probability of D given h 

 

Naïve Bayesian Classification 

 

It is based on the Bayesian theorem It is particularly suited 

when the dimensionality of the Inputs are high. Parameter esti-

mation for naive Bayes models uses the method of maximum 

Likelihood. In spite over-simplified assumptions, it often per-

forms better in many complex realworld Situations 

 

Advantage: Requires a small amount of training data to esti-

mate the parameters 

 

Theory: 

Derivation: 

D : Set of tuples 

 Each Tuple is an „n‟ dimensional attribute vector 

 X : (x1,x2,x3,…. xn) 

Let there be „m‟ Classes: C1, C2, C3…Cm 

Naïve Bayes classifier predicts X belongs to Class Ci iff 

 

 P (Ci/X) > P(Cj/X) for 1<= j <= m , j <> i 

Maximum Posteriori Hypothesis 

 P(Ci/X) = P(X/Ci) P(Ci) / P(X) 

 Maximize P(X/Ci) P(Ci) as P(X) is constant 

With many attributes, it is computationally expensive to evalu-

ate P(X/Ci). Naïve Assumption of “class conditional independ-

ence” 

 

 
 

Query answering:- 
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User query main XML file can be easily transform because of 
 
(1) system will take less time to answer (2) approximate inten-
sional answer are more useful in some cases.For query for 
XML file Xquery is used. Xquery indexes path expression 
FlOWR and Count for our purpose to retrieve approximate de-
scription satisfying the query with modifying new element. 

 
IV. MATH: 

 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL: 

 

Memory utilization: The experiment was done to find 

space saving capability. We implemented Miner using Java (jdk 

1.6.0) compilers. The sizes of the application and the web ap-

plication were 1175KB and 5160KB, respectively. It was re-

quired for server having Glassfish installed. 

  

Consider a XML with X Tags. The software/resource to be in-
stalled is V Variable (size of V in MB). 

 

In general the total memory occupied in the application is the 
sum of all the memory installed on each Tag 

 

Y = X*V MB. 

 

Where, 

 

Y  is Temporary variable 

 

X  is Number of Tags. 

 

XML occupy: (X-1)*Vc MB. 

 

One (At least One) system must be installed with server pro-
gram. So 

 

Server occupy :  (1) * Vs MB + V MB 

 

Then the total memory occupied in the system is 

 

Yvc = (X-1)Vc + Vs + V MB. 

 
Then the total memory saved in this system is 

 

Ysvc = XV - ((X-1)Vc = Vs +V)MB. 

 

Percentage utilization of memory on this system using our con-
cept: 

 

((XV-((X-1)Vc + Vs + V))/XV)100 

 

 

The database size at server side will grow dynamically so it is 

not taken into consideration in above calculations. 

 

Number of systems in the lab, X = 5; Size of the software to be 
worked 

 

,V=162MB(jdk1.6.0)+1175KB + 5160KB =172.22MB 

 

So, in normal lab if each system has installed this software, 
then total memory occupied i 

 

Y = 5 *50KB = 250KB; 

 

Utilization of memory for updating of BOR for new update tags 
=5 with out time stamp 

 

Y2 = 5*50 = 250KB 

 

Utilization of memory for updating of BOR for new update tags 

=5 with out time stamp just scan 1 root element 

 
Y3 = 1*50 = 50KB 

 

% Performance updating when no updates are done 
 
P = Y2/Y1 = 250/50 = 5 x 

 

RESULTS: 

The first diagram shows the input to the project. 

 

 
Fig 7: Input 
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Fig 8: Output screen 

 

 
 

Fig 9 Database Analysis 

 
 

 
Fig 10. Query Processing 

 

Analysis: 

 As in existing systems TARs are implemented while in our 

proposed system we are going to use BOR along with Machine 

Learning concepts such that it increases accuracy of results too.  

In second chart given below we find Count of XML queries 

execution with respect to execution time. In existing system it 

requires less time as in our system we are not only executing 

XML queries but are updating datasets too. So that it requires 

more time for execution. And it was our drawback of system 

but as result accuracy increases this drawback overcomes.  And 

we made it possible to reduce that execution time for some 

time.  

 
 

 

Fig11. Result Accuracy 

 

Above analysis graph represent the Result Accuracy with re-

spect to No. of Queries provided to system. Here Result accu-

racy represents no. of accurate results with respect to no. of 

input queries for answer module. Group of queries are given 

input to module with „n‟ of iteration. After training phase it will 

outs average results or similar results. So It requires training 

with maximum XML document data which has tree like struc-

ture. 

 

 
Fig 12. Execution Time for XML Query answering model 

 

Above Chart represents no. of Query Count with respect to 

execution time. This Execution time taken in ms. Count repre-

sents iteration of same group of queries which are given as in-
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put to our Intelligent Query Answering Project. 

 

Contribution to society: Applying these concepts we can im-

plement projects like Law Query Answering or i-Help Portals 

to get quick responses for queries what people asked in very 

short time and in accurate percentage. It helps to improve quick 

response time once proper training done by datasets what used 

for training purposes in Naïve Bayes classifiers.  

 
 

V. CONCLUSION: 

Our developed system concludes to following benefits  

- Intelligent XML Query-Answering work will update the 

XML data with frequent new XML data. 

-Mine frequent association rules without imposing any a-

priori restriction on the structure and the content of the 

rules 

- We implement Naïve Bayes Algorithm for Rule Classifi-

cation and New Rule Design 

-We also implement Machine learning concepts while gen-

erating Tree structures and Query Answer support. Similar 

kind of queries is duly classified between various classes 

which increases accuracy to answer.  

-Stores mined information in specific XML format 

-Uses the extracted knowledge to gain information about 

the original data sets. 
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